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Electron-Driven Acid-Base Chemistry:
Proton Transfer from Hydrogen
Chloride to Ammonia
Soren N. Eustis,1 Dunja Radisic,1 Kit H. Bowen,1* Rafał A. Bachorz,2,3 Maciej Haranczyk,3,4

Gregory K. Schenter,3 Maciej Gutowski3,4,5*

In contrast to widely familiar acid-base behavior in solution, single molecules of NH3 and
HCl do not react to form the ionic salt, NH4

+Cl−, in isolation. We applied anion photoelectron
spectroscopy and ab initio theory to investigate the interaction of an excess electron with the
hydrogen-bonded complex NH3

…HCl. Our results show that an excess electron induces this complex
to form the ionic salt. We propose a mechanism that proceeds through a dipole-bound state to
form the negative ion of ionic ammonium chloride, a species that can also be characterized as a
deformed Rydberg radical, NH4, polarized by a chloride anion, Cl−.

When vapors from open bottles of con-
centrated hydrochloric acid and am-
monium hydroxide intermingle, a white

cloud consisting of tiny ammonium chloride par-
ticles forms. Yet for many years the question
of how individual molecules of HCl and NH3

interact ranked as a fundamental problem in acid-
base chemistry. Essentially, two main types of in-
teractions were posited: either a hydrogen-bonded,
ClH…NH3 complex, or a proton-transferred (ionic)
molecule, NH4

+Cl−, classified respectively by
Mulliken as outer and inner complexes (1). Com-
petition between covalent and ionic bonding, as
well as the role of hydrogen bonding and proton
transfer, made the HCl/NH3 system a particu-
larly attractive model for exploring the interplay
between major concepts in chemistry. Eventual-
ly, the following question came into focus: Can
a single molecule of NH3 interacting with a sin-
gle molecule of HCl undergo proton transfer to
form NH4

+Cl−, or does the formation of such
ionic species require the assistance of environ-
mental, cooperative effects, like those found in
the condensed phase?

For a time, the prevailing evidence leaned
toward the proton-transferred outcome. In a series
of experiments 20 years ago, however, Legon

showed conclusively by rotational spectroscopy
that in beams of neutral [(HCl)(NH3)] hetero-
dimers (2, 3), no appreciable proton transfer oc-
curs; instead, the spectra are consistent with
linear, hydrogen-bonded ClH…NH3 complexes.
Modern theoretical studies agree (4–11). There-
fore, as counterintuitive as it may seem, am-
monia and hydrogen chloride do not react under
isolated conditions. This finding also made it
clear, however, that the appearance of the white
clouds required outside interactions to induce pro-
ton transfer and thus salt formation. As a result,
the answer to one question had raised another:
Can local environmental effects, such as collisions
with other molecules or interactions with elec-
trons, ions, or even photons, trigger proton trans-
fer in acid-base complexes such as these?

Here, we focus on a particular aspect of
this general question: Can a single electron, the
most fundamental entity in chemistry, cause the
ClH...NH3 complex to undergo proton transfer
to form an ionic salt? Although the synergy be-
tween electron and proton transfer is recognized
as a fundamental process in biophysics, ma-
terials science, and catalysis (12, 13), the detailed
mechanisms responsible for many of these pro-
cesses remain unresolved. The system under
study can be viewed as undergoing a process
quite similar to proton-coupled electron transfer
(PCET). PCET reactions are commonly defined
as those involving the concerted transfer of an
electron and a proton in a given complex (12, 14).
However, there are variants of the PCET model
that account for stepwise transfer (ET→PT, or
PT→ET). These PCET reactions generally occur
on nanosecond time scales, depending on the
pathway and the overall driving force for the
reaction. The present study is not time resolved,

but the flight time of ions in our instrument en-
sures that all processes measured occur on a time
scale less than ~100 ms.

Experimentally, we used anion photoelectron
spectroscopy to study these species. Anion photo-
electron spectroscopy is conducted by crossing a
mass-selected beam of negative ions with a
fixed-frequency photon beam and analyzing the
energy of the resultant photodetached electrons.
Photodetachment is a direct process that is gov-
erned by the energy-conserving relation, hn =
EBE + EKE, where hn is the photon energy,
EBE is the electron binding energy, and EKE is
the electron kinetic energy. The known photon
energy and measured electron kinetic energies
yield the electron binding energies (anion-to-
corresponding neutral transition energies). The
anionic complexes of interest were generated in
a nozzle-ion source. In this device, an ammonia/
argon (15%/85%) mixture at 25°C and 2 atm
was expanded through a 20-mm orifice into high
vacuum, while a HCl/argon (10%/90%) mixture
at a few Torr flowed from a small tube into the
expansion region immediately outside the nozzle.
Into this confluence of gases, low-energy elec-
trons were injected from a biased filament near-
by. This arrangement brought the three main
components together in vacuum but very near the
nozzle, where plentiful cooling collisions with
argon atoms carried away the excess energy of
the products. The nozzle and its stagnation cham-
ber were biased at −500 V, and the entire region
between the nozzle and the skimmer was sub-
jected to a weak, axial magnetic field to enhance
the stability of the microplasma. The resultant
anions were then extracted and transported by a
series of lenses through a 90° magnetic sector,
which served as a mass analyzer and selector. By
sweeping the magnet current and thus the mag-
netic field, anions were detected by a Faraday
cup further downstream and a mass spectrum was
thereby recorded. Ions of interest were then fo-
cused through an aperture and transported into
the ion-laser interaction region, where they crossed
a beam of ~200 Wof 488-nm (2.540 eV) photons
from an argon ion laser. Some of the resultant
photodetached electrons then entered the optics
of a hemispherical electron energy analyzer, where
they were counted as a function of their electron
kinetic energy. Our apparatus has been described
in further detail elsewhere (15).

For the theoretical analysis, we used high-
level, ab initio, quantum chemistry methods im-
plemented with MOLPRO (16) and Gaussian03
(17) to characterize potential energy surfaces of
the neutral and the anion. The potential energy
surfaces were explored at the coupled cluster level
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of theory (18) with extended basis sets (19). The
coupled cluster calculations included single and
double excitations (CCSD) when producing po-
tential energy maps and determining minimum
energy structures, whereas additional perturba-
tive triple excitations [CCSD(T)] were included
when calculating the adiabatic electron affinity
and vertical detachment energy (VDE). Two-
dimensional (2D) potential energy surfaces were
calculated for the neutral and the anion, with the
geometrical variables being the H-Cl distance,
which characterizes the extent of intermolecular
proton transfer, and the N-Cl distance along
which the low-frequency intermolecular stretch-
ing vibration occurs. The 2D vibrational prob-
lems were solved for the pseudo three-body
system (Cl, H, NH3) with the use of scaled
skewed coordinates (20) and a discrete variable
representation of the potentials (21), resulting in

anharmonic energy levels for the neutral and the
anion that take into account the coupling between
the proton and dimer stretches. All vibrational
modes were taken into account when calculating
the Franck-Condon (FC) factors between the
ground vibrational state of the anion and various
energy states of the neutral. These calculations
were performed in harmonic approximation, and
molecular Hessians were determined at the
second-order Møller-Plesset level of theory.

Because the dipole moment of the ClH…NH3

complex is known from Stark-effect measure-
ments to be substantial (4.06 D) (22), one might
predict the anionic complex to be dipole bound
(23, 24). However, the photoelectron spectrum of
[(NH3)(HCl)]

− (Fig. 1A) differs drastically from
the spectrum of [(H2O)(HCl)]

− (Fig. 1C), which
is the water analog of the [(NH3)(HCl)]

− anionic
complex and a genuine dipole-bound system (25).
Because dipole-bound electrons interact weakly
with their nuclear frameworks, their characteristic
binding energies are typically very low. More-
over, for the same reason, there is little structural
difference between dipole-bound anions and their
neutral counterparts, which results in high FC
overlap between the anion and its neutral counter-
part during photodetachment and thus a single
dominant peak in their photoelectron spectra. In
this context, two observations make it clear that
the photoelectron spectrum of [(NH3)(HCl)]

− is
not that of a dipole-bound state. First, the well-
developed set of vibrational features (FC profile)
in the spectrum of [(NH3)(HCl)]

− is indicative
of a notable structural difference between the
anion and its corresponding neutral. Second, for
the [(NH3)(HCl)]

− complex, the position of the
maximum in the vibrational envelope corresponds
to an EBE, which is an order of magnitude larger

than that for the dipole-bound [(H2O)(HCl)]
−

complex.
How, then, should we interpret the vibrational

progression in the spectrum of the [(NH3)(HCl)]
−

complex? More specifically, if the FC distri-
bution of peak intensities is characteristic of
potential energy surfaces of the neutral and the
anion that differ appreciably along some geo-
metrical degree of freedom, what is the nature
of this degree of freedom? We hypothesize that ex-
cess electron attachment to the hydrogen-bonded
ClH…NH3 complex is accompanied by intermolec-
ular proton transfer, with the final product being
(NH4

+Cl−)−. Furthermore, (NH4
+Cl−)− can be

characterized as (NH4)
0Cl−, where (NH4)

0 is the
ammonium Rydberg (neutral) radical. The am-
monium Rydberg radical, NH4

0, is a hydrogenic
system in which an electron is bound to a closed-
shell NH4

+ cation core (26).
Our calculations support this hypothesis in

revealing profound differences between the
neutral and anionic potential surfaces (Figs. 2
and 3). Both systems have C3v equilibrium struc-
tures, but the N…H…Cl proton is coordinated
to Cl in the neutral and to N in the anionic com-
plex. Moreover, the Cl-N distance decreases by
0.249 Å from the neutral to the anion. Other geo-
metrical degrees of freedom are much less af-
fected (table S1). The calculated dipole moment
of the [(NH3)(HCl)] system increases from 4.15
to 9.82 D upon the intermolecular proton trans-
fer, indicative of the formation of the ionic pair,
(NH4

+Cl−). The binding of the excess electron
by the cationic site and the formation of the
NH4

0Cl− radical anion are responsible for the
very different peak profiles in the [(H2O)(HCl)]

−

and [(NH3)(HCl)]
− spectra. Thus, the computa-

tional results predict that the qualitative differences

Fig. 1. Photoelectron spectra of (A) (NH4Cl)
−, (B)

(ND4Cl)
−, and (C) the mixed dimer [(H2O)(HCl)]

−.
All spectra were recorded with 2.540-eV photons.

Fig. 2. One-dimensional potential energy curves for the neutral (upper) and anionic (lower) forms of
ClH…NH3 and NH4Cl. The two potential curves have been shifted in energy for clearer presentation.
Figure 1A is presented alongside the neutral potential energy surface.
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in the photoelectron spectra of [(H2O)(HCl)]
− and

[(NH3)(HCl)]
− result primarily from the inter-

molecular proton transfer from HCl to NH3.
Quantitatively, the experimental and com-

putational results are in excellent agreement. The
EBE at the maximum of the most intense peak is
0.541 ± 0.010 eV, where the computed EBE val-
ue for the most prominent peak is predicted to
be 0.512 eV. Essentially, these values are experi-
mental and computational measures of VDE,
the vertical detachment energy (the EBE of op-
timal FC overlap). Additionally, the transition
between the lowest-energy vibrational level of
the anionic state and the lowest-energy vibra-
tional level of its neutral counterpart provides
the value of the system’s adiabatic electron af-
finity, and based on our spectral assignment, this
value of 0.075 ± 0.020 eV agrees perfectly with
the computed value of 0.075 eV.

How does the ClH…NH3 complex evolve,
upon electron attachment, into the NH4

0 Rydberg
radical perturbed by Cl−? As illustrated in Fig. 4,
we envision a two-step process. Because the di-
pole moment of the neutral ClH…NH3 complex
is easily big enough to trap an excess electron,
the first step likely involves the formation of an
incipient dipole-bound anionic complex. This is
in contrast to our previous theoretical work on
proton transfer in the formic acid dimer anion, in
which the dipole moment is too low (1.74 D for
the neutral monomer and zero for the dimer) to
trap an electron (27). Our calculations show that
the excess electron is held in an extremely diffuse
cloud off the ammonia end of the ClH…NH3

complex and is vertically bound by only 0.03 eV
(Fig. 4A). In the second step, this extra nega-
tive charge serves to facilitate the barrier-free
transfer of the proton from HCl to NH3, form-
ing the (NH4

+Cl−)− anion (Fig. 4B). Thus, the
dipole-bound anionic complex may be viewed
as a stepping-stone to the more anionic salt
NH4

0Cl−. In isolation, the NH4
0 radical would

be essentially spherical (Fig. 4C) with a cal-
culated ionization potential (IP) of 5.08 eV, but
in NH4

0Cl−, the unpaired electron is polarized
and destabilized by the presence of the nearby
Cl− anion, and the electron binding energy de-
creases to 0.51 eV.

Our initial calculations revealed profound dif-
ferences between the neutral and anionic poten-

tial surfaces for this system, and slices of these
surfaces along the hydrogen-chlorine distance,
RCl-H, are shown schematically in Fig. 2. The
neutral surface exhibits a well that corresponds
to the ClH…NH3 hydrogen-bonded complex,
with no local minimum at the geometry of the
neutral NH4

+Cl− molecule. On the same dis-
tance scale, the corresponding anion surface ex-
hibits a well at the geometry of (NH4

+Cl−)−, and
a ledge (without an associated local minimum)
that corresponds to the hydrogen-bonded com-
plex (ClH…NH3)

−. Thus, whereas the (NH4
+Cl−)−

anion can exist as a stable entity in isolation, the
neutral NH4

+Cl− ionic molecule cannot, collaps-
ing thermodynamically into a complex between
intact molecules of NH3 and HCl. Figure 2 also
depicts the vertical photodetachment transitions
from the potential well of the (NH4

+Cl−)− anion
to the corresponding neutral potential surface. It

is clear there is FC overlap, albeit small, be-
tween the v = 0 levels of the anion and neutral
wells. Also, the most intense peaks in the exper-
imental spectral profile can be assigned to tran-
sitions from the region near the center of the
anion’s well to the ledge portion of the neutral
potential. These transitions correspond to highly
excited vibrations within the greater anharmonic
well of the neutral NH3

…HCl complex.
The (ND4

+Cl−)− spectrum exhibits the same
major progressions as does the (NH4

+Cl−)− spec-
trum, but with smaller energy spacings (Fig. 1,
A and B). The most intense peaks show typical
spacings of 0.154 eV (1242 cm−1) in the (NH4

+Cl−)−

spectrum and 0.111 eV (895 cm−1) in the (ND4
+Cl−)−

spectrum. The 1.387 ratio between the above
spacings is quite close to 21/2, the expected ratio
for a H/D substitution in a hydrogen stretching
mode. Infrared spectroscopic measurements of

Fig. 3. Two-dimensional
potential energy curves
mapping the N-Cl and
Cl-H bond lengths for
the neutral (left) and
anionic species (right).
The contour line spacing
is 0.005 Hartree.

B

C

A

Fig. 4. Singly occupied molecular orbitals for (A) the dipole-bound intermediate (ClH…NH3)
−, (B)

the proton-transferred species (NH4
+Cl−)−, and for comparison (C) the neutral Rydberg radical

(NH4
0). Orbitals were generated with ChemCraft (32), and the resulting contours enclose 50% of

the total excess electron density in each case. Calculated VDE values for (A) and (B) are 0.03 and
0.51 eV, respectively, and the calculated IP value for (C) is 5.08 eV.
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NH3/HCl and ND3/DCl mixtures condensed in
an argon matrix have been reported (28). Their
spectra yield (v = 0→1) vibrational transition
values of 1371 and 1113 cm−1, respectively, for
the N..H/D..Cl stretching modes of the proton-
transferred species, NH4

+Cl− and ND4
+Cl−. Be-

cause our spacings are extracted from highly
anharmonic parts of the progressions and the
(0→1) vibrational frequencies are strongly
affected by matrix effects (28, 29), the agreement
is satisfactory. The first three calculated spacings
between the energy levels associated with various
excitations of the central hydrogen atom are 1718
(0 to 1), 1171 (1 to 2), and 1214 (2 to 3) cm−1.
The latter value of 1214 cm−1 matches very well
the spacing between the two most prominent
peaks [1218 cm−1 (0.151 eV)], suggesting that
the two strongest peaks in the (NH4

+Cl−)− spec-
trum can be assigned as transitions from v″ = 0
in the anionic complex to v′ = 2 and 3, respec-
tively, in the neutral manifold (v″ denotes vibra-
tional quantum numbers in the anion, v′ signifies
those in the neutral).

The secondary vibrational structure in the
photoelectron spectra is likely associated with
low-frequency vibrational modes, a prime can-
didate being the Cl-N intermolecular stretching
mode. This is supported by the calculated de-
crease of the Cl-N distance by 0.249 Å from the
neutral to the anion (Fig. 3). Both for the neutral
and the anion, the theoretical calculations showed
strong coupling between the central hydrogen
and intermolecular stretching modes. (These two
modes are schematically depicted in Fig. 2.) We
calculated anharmonic spacings in the 155 to
172 cm−1 range (~0.02 eV) for the first five ener-
gy levels of the intermolecular stretching mode
in the neutral complex.

These intermolecular stretching progressions
are similar to those seen by Lineberger and co-
workers (30) in their seminal work measuring the
photoelectron spectra of the alkali halide anions.
There are clear similarities between the current
system, NH4

0Cl−, and the alkali halide anions,
(MX)−, which have also been described as M0X−.
Their spectra, however, are dominated by the only
available degree of freedom, the M-X stretch,
whereas in the ammonia–hydrogen chloride sys-
tem, transitions from that mode are far less prom-
inent, with the N…H/D…Cl stretch giving rise to
the dominant transitions.
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High-Throughput Synthesis of Zeolitic
Imidazolate Frameworks and
Application to CO2 Capture
Rahul Banerjee,1* Anh Phan,1 Bo Wang,1 Carolyn Knobler,1 Hiroyasu Furukawa,1

Michael O’Keeffe,2 Omar M. Yaghi1*

A high-throughput protocol was developed for the synthesis of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks
(ZIFs). Twenty-five different ZIF crystals were synthesized from only 9600 microreactions of
either zinc(II)/cobalt(II) and imidazolate/imidazolate-type linkers. All of the ZIF structures have
tetrahedral frameworks: 10 of which have two different links (heterolinks), 16 of which are
previously unobserved compositions and structures, and 5 of which have topologies as yet
unobserved in zeolites. Members of a selection of these ZIFs (termed ZIF-68, ZIF-69, and ZIF-70)
have high thermal stability (up to 390°C) and chemical stability in refluxing organic and aqueous
media. Their frameworks have high porosity (with surface areas up to 1970 square meters per
gram), and they exhibit unusual selectivity for CO2 capture from CO2/CO mixtures and
extraordinary capacity for storing CO2: 1 liter of ZIF-69 can hold ~83 liters of CO2 at 273 kelvin
under ambient pressure.

High-throughput methods are routinely
used in screening for activity of drug
molecules and catalysts, but their use

in the synthesis of new crystalline solid-state
compounds remains relatively undeveloped.
Often, the products are either known compounds
or ones with condensed extended structures
(1–7). For multicomponent chemical systems,
such as in the synthesis of porous metal-organic
structures, it would be reasonable to assume
that the most energetically favored structures

would result and that these would be known
structures and topologies. Another challenge in
solid-state synthesis is overcoming the propen-
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